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Write the words.3

Match the contractions.4

Write a sentence.

What color is the cat?

The cat is

5

Circle the consonant digraphs. Put a – or ˘.
white this ship chain which them

6

can not

do not

don’t

can’t

We Remember

Lesson 7
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Put an X on the one that is not a word.7

fuz fuzz cod kod hav have penn pen

make mak cit kit hive hiv cub kub

Match the words that rhyme.

chain sale was fuzz red cave

tail chin day they maid said

win lane mess yes shave paid

8

Underline the correct sentences.

Some deer was on the path.

Some deer were on the path.

The cub are cute.

The cub is cute.

A rash was on his cheek.

A rash were on his cheek.

9

Lesson 7
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Underline the correct word.

I am, is happy to see Faith.

Faith am, is on the way home.

Dad and Faith is, are in the van.

I am, is happy to ride with them.

1

I Am; Quiz 2 8

Circle the correct word.2

nail

nayl

quayl

quail

hai

hay

I am happy.

Sam is happy.

Jen is sad.

I Am

Circle the words when y is a vowel.3

yak pay say yellow yip way
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Circle the words that need capital letters.

tom can pat his dog, rex.

tim put pete, the pet duck, in the pen.

sam gave puff, the cat, some fish to eat.

dike, the pet mule, gave sam a ride.

1

Capitals: Names of Pets 9

Underline is or am.

I is, am at home. Bill is, am at the shop.

2

Shane fed his pup, Rex.

Puff has a white tail.

Rex Puff

Pet Names

Circle the question words.
Put a period or a question mark.

What is in the box A rat is in the box

Jack ran home Is Jack at home

3

We Remember
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Write the words.4

Circle the word that rhymes.5

mail sale maid

hum ram come

lake rake back

day say dad

bait late sat

when ten what

Write the contractions.6

do not can not

can’t don’t

Lesson 9
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What color is the dog?

The

Write the lowercase alphabet.
Put a red line under the consonants.

7

Write a sentence.
Color the dog.

8

Lesson 9
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lay get eat team

see beet seat main

tip meat bat sheep

Underline the vowel sets.
Put a – or ˘.

1

Write the words.2

jeep beans

ee and ea = 7

s7e ch7at m7et
b7e m7at b7ep

Vowel Sets: ee, ea 10

ai = 6
ay = 6
ee = 7
ea = 7

ea ee ee
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Underline the correct word.

I am, is kind to Jill.

Pam am, is quiet.

Dad was, were in the shop.

The children was, were happy.

4

Underline the letters that say ß.

doves come does was sun seven

6

Write a sentence.

What color do you like?

I like

5

We Remember

Circle the words that need capital letters.
Put the periods.

bill and rex were at the lake

puff can chase the rat

3

Lesson 10


